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ABSTRACT
Context. Galaxy mergers are widely discussed as one possible evolution mechanism for lenticular galaxies (S0s), because even minor
mergers induce structural changes that are difficult to reconcile with the strong bulge-disk coupling observed in the photometric
scaling relations of these galaxies.
Aims. We check if the evolution induced onto S0s by dry intermediate and minor mergers can reproduce the S0 photometric scaling
relations.
Methods. We analyse the bulge-disk decompositions of the collisionless N-body simulations of intermediate and minor mergers onto
S0s presented previously to determine the evolution induced by the mergers in several relevant photometric planes.
Results. The mergers induce an evolution in the photometric planes that is compatible with the data of S0s, even in the relations
that indicate a strong bulge-disk coupling. Mergers drive the formation of the observed photometric relation in some cases and
induce a slight dispersion compatible with data in others. Therefore, this evolutionary mechanism tends to preserve the observational
photometric relations. In the photometric planes where the morphological types segregate, the mergers always induce evolution
towards the region populated by S0s. No clear trends with the mass ratio of the encounter, the central satellite density, or the spin-orbit
coupling are found for the range of values studied. Long-pericentre orbits generate more concentrated disks and expanded bulges than
initially, while short-pericentre orbits do the opposite. The structural coupling of the bulge and the disk is preserved or reinforced in
the models because mergers trigger internal secular processes in the primary disk that induce significant bulge growth. This happens
even though the encounters do not induce bars in the disks.
Conclusions. Intermediate and minor mergers can be considered to be plausible mechanisms for the evolution of S0s if one includes
their photometric scaling relations, because they can preserve and even strengthen any pre-existing structural bulge-disk coupling by
triggering significant internal secular evolution, even without bars or dissipational effects. Satellite accretions thus seem to unavoidably
entail internal secular evolution, meaning that it may be quite complex to isolate the effects of the internal secular evolution driven by
mergers from the one due to purely intrinsic disk instabilities in individual early-type disks at the present.
Key words. galaxies: bulges – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: interactions –
galaxies: fundamental parameters – galaxies: structure
1. Introduction
According to the current hierarchical models of galaxy for-
mation, galaxy disks are formed first through gas cooling in
collapsing dark matter halos (Domínguez-Tenreiro et al. 2003;
Martínez-Serrano et al. 2009). Relevant spheroidal galaxy com-
ponents appear later in the cosmic scenario, essentially formed
through major and/or minor mergers (Somerville & Primack
1999). The later accretion of the left-over gas and stripped stars
onto the surviving original disk can rebuild it. In particular, el-
lipticals would result from extreme merger events with no disk
re-building (see, e.g., De Lucia et al. 2006). This scenario is be-
coming more complex as cosmological simulations improve, in-
dicating that present-day bulges must have been built up in two
phases (a fast early collapse at z > 1.5, followed by a smoother
phase driven by mergers or disk instabilities, see Obreja et al.
2013). These processes would generate the whole sequence of
spiral Hubble types, in such a way that the galaxies that have
undergone the richest merger histories host the largest bulges at
present (Maller et al. 2006; Zavala et al. 2008; Okamoto 2013).
Within this cosmological scenario, the bulges are expected
to exhibit photometric and kinematical properties similar to
the ellipticals, because their formation mechanisms are simi-
lar. Moreover, the structures of the bulge and disk in a galaxy
should be more clearly decoupled with the rising contribution
of merging to the buildup of the galaxy, because the survival of
the original disk is less probable in violent or successive mergers
(Hopkins et al. 2009). This is even more probable if the merger
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had taken place at z > 1.5, when galaxies hosted high fractions
of cold, turbulent, and clumpy gas (Bournaud et al. 2011). The
bulge and disk components are thus expected to result from more
independent and non-contemporary mechanisms as we consider
earlier Hubble types (Scannapieco et al. 2009), meaning that the
bulges and disks of S0 galaxies should be the most clearly de-
coupled of all types.
However, recent observations are in conflict with this evo-
lutionary scenario. Laurikainen et al. (2010, L10 hereafter) re-
ported strong photometric scaling relations between the bulges
and disks of nearby S0s, suggesting that the formation processes
of their structural components must have been coupled. These
authors also found that the photometric properties of their bulges
are more similar to the bulges of spirals than to ellipticals (see
also Graham & Worley 2008; Kormendy et al. 2009; Kormendy
& Bender 2012). Moreover, Krajnovic´ et al. (2012) reported
that the (Sersic+exponential) photometric decomposition of a
sample of 180 unbarred galaxies from the ATLAS3D survey is
only a rough approximation to the real dynamical and structural
properties of these galaxies (mostly S0s). This suggests that pho-
tometric decompositions do not clearly identify decoupled disk-
and spheroid-type components that would have formed at differ-
ent epochs. All these results seem to imply that the contribution
of merging to the buildup of present-day S0s must have been
negligible (Laurikainen et al. 2009, 2010). Other processes that
are apparently more compatible with this bulge-disk connection,
are thus being proposed to explain the formation of S0s, such
as ram-pressure stripping and internal secular evolution (see the
review by Aguerri 2012).
Nevertheless, the majority of S0s at low redshifts (∼60%)
reside in groups, an environment where tidal interactions and
mergers are observed to drive galaxy evolution (Huchra & Geller
1982; Berlind et al. 2006; Crook et al. 2007; Wilman et al. 2009;
Sil’chenko et al. 2012, and references therein). Indeed, many
observational studies indicate that mergers and galaxy interac-
tions may have contributed noticeably to the evolution of S0s
(Kannappan & Fabricant 2001; Kannappan et al. 2004, 2009;
Eliche-Moral et al. 2006b, 2010a,b; Chilingarian et al. 2009;
Freeland et al. 2009; Kaviraj et al. 2009, 2011; Sil’chenko et al.
2009, 2010; Bai et al. 2010; Chies-Santos et al. 2011; Duc et al.
2011; Kim et al. 2012; Prieto et al. 2013). Independently of
whether mergers have partially shaped the characteristics of the
S0 population or have built them, the strong bulge-disk coupling
observed in these galaxies is difficult to reconcile with the popu-
lar view that mergers (even minor ones) efficiently decouple both
components (Laurikainen et al. 2009, L10).
But do mergers unavoidably destroy any pre-existing struc-
tural link between the bulge and the disk in a galaxy? Merger
simulations confirm this idea for major mergers in general (i.e.,
in galaxy interactions with mass ratios below 4:1), because
they typically result in elliptical-like remnants (Naab & Burkert
2003; Bournaud et al. 2005; González-García & Balcells 2005;
González-García et al. 2006; Naab et al. 2006; Naab & Trujillo
2006; Brook et al. 2007). However, simulations also show that
S0-like remnants can result from mergers of intermediate mass
ratios (between 4:1 and 7:1, see Bekki 1998; Bournaud et al.
2005; Eliche-Moral et al. 2006a, 2011), and from some par-
ticular cases of major mergers (Springel & Hernquist 2005;
Governato et al. 2007, 2009; Hopkins et al. 2009). Additionally,
minor mergers (i.e., mass ratios above 7:1) onto pre-existing S0s
also evolve the galaxy within the sequence of S0 Hubble types
(Eliche-Moral et al. 2012). Nevertheless, it has not been inves-
tigated so far whether these S0 remnants reproduce the strong
bulge-disk coupling observed in real S0s or not.
In the first paper of this series (Eliche-Moral et al. 2012,
Paper I henceforth), we reported that dry intermediate and minor
mergers can produce a significant bulge growth in an S0 galaxy,
but affect only very little the scale-lengths of its bulge and disk
at the same time. Indeed, the evolution induced by the merg-
ers is compatible with the observational distribution of S0s in
the space n-reff-hD-reff/hD-B/T , where n is the Sersic index, reff
the bulge effective radius, hD the disk scale-length, and B/T the
bulge-to-total luminosity ratio. In the present paper, we com-
plete the structural analysis started in Paper I, by presenting a
detailed comparison of the evolution induced by these mergers in
the most relevant photometric planes and scaling relations with
data of real S0s. We show that the traditional picture of mergers
as events that decouple bulges from disks in galaxies is question-
able, thus reconciling the merger-related evolution of many S0s
with their observed bulge-disk coupling.
The paper is organised as follows. We describe the models
and the bulge-disk decompositions performed on the remnants in
Sects. 2 and 3. Section 4 is devoted to the model scaling. The re-
sults are presented in Sect. 5. In Sect. 5.1, we analyse the photo-
metric relations including only bulge parameters. The photomet-
ric scaling relations involving only disk parameters are discussed
in Sect. 5.2, and we discuss the photometric planes relating bulge
and disk parameters in Sect. 5.3. Finally, the discussion and the
main conclusions are given in Sects. 6 and 7. A concordant cos-
mology is assumed throughout the paper (ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7,
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Spergel et al. 2007). All magnitudes are
in the Vega system.
2. Model description
We used the battery of collision-less simulations of intermedi-
ate and minor mergers described in Eliche-Moral et al. (2006a,
EM06 henceforth) and in Eliche-Moral et al. (2011, EM11 here-
after), which are 16 experiments in total. Both the primary
galaxy and the satellite consist of a bulge-disk-halo structure. All
initial models represent S0 galaxies (i.e., with no spiral arms in
the disk, and without gas or star formation) with different bulge-
to-disk mass ratios (B/D). The experiments differ in the orbits,
the spin-orbit coupling, the satellite-to-primary mass and density
ratios, and the B/D of the initial primary galaxy (S0b or S0c).
These models have been extensively described in EM06, EM11,
and in Paper I, therefore we only briefly describe them here.
The majority of the experiments were run using an S0b pri-
mary galaxy (B/D = 0.5), using 185 k particles in total for
the simulation. Two experiments have an S0c primary galaxy
(B/D = 0.08), using 415 k particles in total for the simula-
tion. The total mass-to-light ratios are close to observations in
the two galaxy models if an adequate Mlum/L ratio is assumed
(M/L ∼ 10, where M = Mlum+Mdark). Satellites are scaled repli-
cas of the primary galaxy with a big bulge in all experiments.
The size-mass scaling of the galaxies was set in each experiment
by forcing both the primary and satellite galaxies to obey the
Tully-Fisher relation: L ∼ VαTF , where L is the galaxy luminos-
ity and V its rotational velocity (Tully & Fisher 1977). Several
values of the exponent in this relation were considered, spanning
the observational range (αTF = 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0). A higher αTF
exponent results in a denser satellite compared to the primary
galaxy.
The galaxies were modelled using the GalactICS code
(Kuijken & Dubinski 1995) and have a bulge+disk+halo struc-
ture. The dark halo is built following an Evans profile, which is
modified accordingly in the models with a small bulge to ensure
disk stability, and in that cases it may be considered cuspy. Each
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galaxy was relaxed for about ten disk dynamical times prior to
the merger simulation, to guarantee that the disks do not develop
relevant internal secular evolution in isolation. The Toomre Q
parameter is close to 1 and flat for a large fraction of the disk
for all models prior to relaxation. After relaxation, the chosen
disk velocity dispersion heats the disk with Q = 1.7, enough
to prevent bar instabilities in the disk in isolation. We measured
the thickening of the disks by evolving the initial primary galaxy
model in isolation for 100 time units, the typical duration of the
experiments. The disk scale-height at hD typically increases by
∼50% due to two-body effects, growing by less than ∼1/10 of
the disk scale-length at most (EM06). Therefore, the disk heats
but is not greatly puffed-up.
The orbits are parabolic with an initial separation equal to
15 times the primary disk scale-length in all simulations. We ran
experiments with a pericentre distance equal to hD and to 8hD.
Direct orbits have an initial inclination between the orbital plane
and the primary galaxy plane equal to 30◦. Retrograde orbits use
an inclination angle equal to 150◦. The evolution of each ex-
periment was computed using the TREECODE (Hernquist 1987,
1990; Hernquist & Katz 1989; Hernquist & Barnes 1990) and
the GADGET-2 codes (Springel et al. 2001; Springel 2005). We
checked that the total energy is preserved to better than 0.1%.
Forces were computed to within 1% of those given by a direct
summation for the chosen execution parameters (see EM06 and
EM11). All models are evolved for ∼2−4 halo crossing times be-
yond a full merger to ensure that the remnant is relaxed enough
(see full-merger and total computed times for each experiment
in Table 2 in EM06 and Table 3 in EM11).
Table 1 lists the main characteristics of each merger exper-
iment. We ran mergers with satellite-to-primary stellar mass
ratios equal to 6:1, 9:1, and 18:1. We refer to each model
throughout the paper according to the code used in Paper I:
MmP[l/s][D/R][b/s], where m refers to the mass ratio of the en-
counter (m = 6, 9, or 18 for mass ratios equal to 6:1, 9:1, 18:1,
respectively), “Pl” indicates long pericentre (dper = 8hD) and
“Ps” short pericentre (dper = hD), “D” is used in direct mergers
and “R” in retrograde ones, and the next “b” or “s” letter indi-
cates if the primary galaxy had a big or small bulge (B/D = 0.5
or 0.08). A final “TF3” or “TF4” suffix is used to refer to the
models that assume αTF = 3.0 or 4.0. Otherwise, a scaling with
αTF = 3.5 must be assumed. For more details, we refer to EM06,
EM11, and Paper I.
3. Bulge-disk photometric decompositions
of the remnants
Our initial primary galaxy models could be equated with late-
type S0s (S0b and S0c) in the scheme proposed by van den Bergh
(1976) and recently updated by Kormendy & Bender (2012) (see
also L10; Cappellari et al. 2011), especially due to their lack of
gas and spiral patterns. In paper I, we show that these mergers
induce noticeable bulge growth and that the final remnants are
also S0s with higher B/T values. Therefore, the mergers induce
an evolution in the S0 sequence of Hubble types towards earlier
types (in particular, S0c−→S0b and S0b−→S0a).
The remnants of these experiments do not have significant
non-axisymmetric components or distortions (EM06; EM11).
Considering this, we derived azimuthally averaged 1D surface
mass density profiles of their stellar material, using face-on
views to compare them with observations, which usually cor-
rect for galaxy inclination. These surface density profiles can be
transformed into K-band surface brightness profiles, assuming a
Table 1. Orbital and scaling parameters of each merger experiment.
Model code M1/M2 dper/hD θ1 (o) (B/D)1 αTF
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
(a) M6 Ps Db 6:1 0.73 30 0.5 3.5
(a2) M6 Ps Db TF3 6:1 0.73 30 0.5 3.0
(a3) M6 Ps Db TF4 6:1 0.73 30 0.5 4.0
(b) M6 Ps Rb 6:1 0.73 150 0.5 3.5
(c) M6 Pl Db 6:1 8.25 30 0.5 3.5
(d) M6 Pl Rb 6:1 8.25 150 0.5 3.5
(e) M6 Ps Ds 6:1 0.87 30 0.08 3.5
(f) M6 Ps Rs 6:1 0.87 150 0.08 3.5
(g) M9 Ps Db 9:1 0.79 30 0.5 3.5
(g2) M9 Ps Db TF3 9:1 0.79 30 0.5 3.0
(g3) M9 Ps Db TF4 9:1 0.79 30 0.5 4.0
(h) M9 Ps Rb 9:1 0.79 150 0.5 3.5
(i) M18 Ps Db 18:1 0.86 30 0.5 3.5
(j) M18 Ps Rb 18:1 0.86 150 0.5 3.5
(k) M18 Pl Db 18:1 8.19 30 0.5 3.5
(l) M18 Pl Rb 18:1 8.19 150 0.5 3.5
Notes. Columns: (1) model code: MmP[l/s][D/R][b/s][TF3/4], see text.
(2) Luminous mass ratio between the primary galaxy and the satellite.
(3) First pericentre distance of the orbit in units of the original primary
disk scale-length. (4) Initial angle between the orbital momentum and
the primary disk spin (direct and retrograde orbits). (5) Bulge-to-disk
ratio of the original primary galaxy used in the experiment: B/D = 0.5
(big bulge) or B/D = 0.08 (small bulge). (6) Value of αTF assumed for
the satellite scaling to the primary galaxy.
given mass-to-light ratio (see Sect. 4 for more details). The mass
in the remnants is basically distributed according to a bulge+disk
structure, therefore a combined Sérsic+exponential function was
fitted to the obtained surface density profiles. The Sersic func-
tion (Sersic 1968) provides a good description of the bulge
component in these profiles (e.g., Andredakis & Sanders 1994;
Andredakis et al. 1995; Graham 2001b; Möllenhoff & Heidt
2001; Prieto et al. 2001; MacArthur et al. 2003; Méndez-Abreu
et al. 2008b):
I(r) = Ieff exp
{
−bn
[
(r/reff)1/n − 1
]}
, (1)
where reff is the bulge effective radius, Ieff is the surface density
at reff , and n is the Sérsic index (a parameter related to the bulge
concentration). The factor bn is a function of n, which may be
approximated by bn = 1.9992 n−0.3271 in the range 1 < n < 10
with an error <0.15% (Ciotti 1991; Graham 2001a).
The disk is well-described by an exponential law (Freeman
1970):
I(r) = I0,D exp (−r/hD) , (2)
where hD is the scale-length of the disk and I0,D its central sur-
face density.
We used a least-squares fitting procedure (see more details
and some examples in EM06). Residuals are below ∼0.2 mag
along the whole radial range. The errors of the bulge and disk
photometric parameters were estimated with a bootstrap method
(Efron & Tibshirani 1993; Press et al. 1994). In Table 2, we list
the final values of the bulge and disk photometric parameters
derived from these fits for all remnants, assuming the scalings
and the mass-to-light ratio commented in Sect. 4. We remark
that these models are scalable in size, mass, and velocity, i.e.,
these parameters can be scaled to a different galaxy simply by
assuming different mass and size units in the simulations.
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4. Scaling of the models
These models are scalable in mass, size, and velocity. The pri-
mary model can be scaled to an S0b galaxy comparable to the
Milky Way (MW) by considering R = 4.5 kpc, v = 220 km s−1,
and M = 5.1 × 1010 M as the units of length, velocity, and
mass, respectively (the corresponding time unit would then be
20.5 Myr). The primary S0c galaxy can be scaled to NGC 253
considering R = 6.8 kpc, v = 510 km s−1, and M = 2.6×1011 M
as units (the time unit is 11.7 Myr). Assuming these scalings, the
time period computed after the full merger ranges from 0.4 to
1.1 Gyr depending on the model.
To compare our models with observational data, we need to
transform the mass in the models to luminosity. This comparison
is only realistic for data that basically trace the stellar mass in
galaxies, which these models do, because they do not include gas
and star formation effects. Therefore, we adopted the NIRS0S
survey as the observational reference in this study (NIRS0S for
Near-IR S0 galaxy Survey, see Laurikainen et al. 2011). This
sample contains photometric data in the K band for ∼180 early-
type nearby galaxy disks (∼120 are S0s), and multi-component
decompositions of them have been published by L10. The ad-
vantage of these near-IR decompositions is that they are only
weakly affected by dust and star formation, which makes them
excellent tracers of stellar mass.
We assumed a mass-to-light ratio in the K band typical of
early-type galaxies: Mstars/LK ∼ 1 M/L,K (Reshetnikov 2000;
Portinari et al. 2004). Therefore, a direct equivalence between
the surface density and the K-band surface brightness can be
established in our models, for a given mass scaling (for more
details, see Paper I).
We assumed the scalings provided at the beginning of this
section throughout the paper to facilitate the comparison with
real data, but we stress that they can be modified. The primary
S0b galaxy is scaled to the mass and size of the MW, while
galaxy S0c is scaled to NGC 253. The real young stellar pop-
ulations and dust content of these two galaxies (which are spi-
rals) are not expected to noticeably affect their stellar masses and
scale-lengths (see Paper I).
For the MW, a radius R = 13.9 kpc (Minniti et al. 2011)
and a total magnitude KT = −23.8 mag were adopted. This last
value has been estimated through the conversion of the MW
B-band total magnitude (BT = −20.3 mag, see Heraudeau &
Simien 1997) to the K band, assuming the typical colour of
nearby early-type galaxies in the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas
(B − K ∼ 4 mag, Jarrett et al. 2003). With these values, the cen-
tral surface brightness of the disk of our S0b primary galaxy is
μ0,D = 17.10 mag/arcsec2 in the K band (see Table 2), a value
very similar to the one reported by Bell (2002) for the MW
(μ0,D(K) = 17 mag/arcsec2).
For NGC 253, we considered a radius R = 14.2 kpc and a
total magnitude KT = −23.8 mag, also in the K band. These
physical quantities are derived from the data provided by Jarrett
et al. (2003), assuming the apparent K-band magnitude and
the distance to this galaxy reported by these authors (mK =
3.77 mag at D = 3.5 Mpc). With these values, the effective
surface brightness of the bulge of our S0c primary galaxy is
μeff = 15.97 mag/arcsec2 in the K band, which coincides with the
value reported by Jarrett et al. (2003) for NGC 253 (see Table 2).
5. Results
In this section, we present the evolution induced by the simu-
lated mergers in the photometric planes studied by L10. The
photometric relations between the global structural bulge-disk
parameters (n, reff , hD, reff/hD, and B/T ) have been studied in
Paper I, therefore we restrict ourselves here to the photometric
relations involving other parameters of the bulge (Sect. 5.1), of
the disk (Sect. 5.2), and one parameter of the bulge with one of
the disk (Sect. 5.3) that were not presented previously. We also
compare our results with the evolution triggered by the merger
experiments of high-density dSph satellites (similar to compact
ellipticals, cE) onto an S0b performed by Aguerri et al. (2001).
We remark that the models can be moved to different loca-
tions in most photometric planes by simply assuming different
mass and size scaling. As an example, we have marked the re-
gion that could be achievable by our models if one were to use
a different scaling only in two photometric planes (those that
compare the K-band magnitudes of different components in the
galaxies). This is because only mass scaling affects them, which
makes the trend of the scaling quite distinguishable from the evo-
lutionary trend induced by the mergers. However, in the photo-
metric planes where mass and size scalings can be combined,
the scaling trend is not as intuitive, therefore we prefer to ob-
viate them for clarity. We adopted the model scaling reported
in Sect. 4 in all figures to facilitate the comparison between the
models and the data.
5.1. Photometric relations of the bulge parameters
5.1.1. Kormendy relation
There is a strong correlation between the surface central bright-
ness of early-type galaxies and their effective radius. This is the
so-called Kormendy relation, initially found for elliptical galax-
ies (Kormendy 1977). Nevertheless, several authors have shown
that bulges of S0 galaxies also follow the same relation (see e.g.
Méndez-Abreu et al. 2010), although there is a small offset of
the relation between S0 bulges fainter than Mk = −22.7 mag and
ellipticals. In this sense, the bulges of late-type galaxies show a
larger offset with respect to the Kormendy relation than ellipti-
cals (see Burstein 1979; Kent 1985; Andredakis & Sanders 1994;
Aguerri et al. 2004; Ravikumar et al. 2006).
In Fig. 1, we show the evolution induced by our merger ex-
periments in the Kormendy relation. Our minor mergers move
the bulges of the initial galaxies (which lie slightly below the
region occupied by S0s because of the selected scalings, see
Sect. 4) towards the location of the bulges of real S0 galaxies.
This evolution can be explained by considering the increment
in the bulge mass (i.e., in its luminosity) induced by the merg-
ers (see Paper I), because Nigoche-Netro et al. (2008) demon-
strated that the distribution of real galaxies in the μeff-log(reff)
plane basically depends on the galaxy luminosity (and thus, on
their masses). In general, the dispersion induced by the merg-
ers in this photometric plane is compatible with the dispersion
observed in the bulges of real S0s reported by L10.
5.1.2. Photometric plane
Bulges of S0 galaxies and ellipticals are distributed in a thin
plane called the fundamental plane (FP, Djorgovski & Davis
1987; Dressler et al. 1987; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2002). The FP
relates the structure and the kinematics of the galaxies, and it is
related with the virial theorem. It has been shown that the Sersic
n parameter strongly correlates with the central velocity disper-
sion of elliptical galaxies (see e.g. Graham et al. 2001). This
correlation between n and σ provides another representation of
the FP, called the photometric plane (PHP).
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Fig. 1. Evolution in the Kormendy relation (μeff vs. reff in the bulges)
driven by our merger experiments, compared to the observational dis-
tributions of S0s and spirals by L10. Growth vectors have been plotted,
starting at the location of the original galaxy model and ending at the
μeff-reff values of the remnants. The growth vectors corresponding to the
merger models with dense spheroidal satellites by Aguerri et al. (2001)
are represented. In both cases, the evolution induced by the mergers in
the plane is negligible. The scalings as we detailed in Sect. 4 have been
assumed for all plots, but note that the models can be scaled in mass and
size. The location of Coma cluster ellipticals from Khosroshahi et al.
(2000) is marked with a solid line. Consult the legend for the observa-
tional data and the models in the figure.
The PHP of early-type galaxies has been extensively inves-
tigated in the literature (Lima Neto et al. 1999; Márquez et al.
2000; Graham 2002; Khosroshahi et al. 2000, 2004; Kourkchi
et al. 2012). In Fig. 2 we show the PHP for bulges of S0 and
spirals from L10. Note that bulges of S0 and spirals define the
same PHP. The slopes of the linear fits of the PHP of bright
(MK(bulge) < −22.7 mag) and faint (MK(bulge) > −22.7 mag)
bulges are similar. Nevertheless, S0 bulges are located in the re-
gion with higher log(n) values. We have overplotted the results
from our merger models. The mass growth induced by the merg-
ers in the bulges is the reason why the final remnants have higher
n values than originally, placing them in the region of the PHP
occupied by S0 bulges. In addition, the slope of the linear fit
of the PHP of our simulated bulges is similar to the slopes of
faint and bright real S0 bulges. This indicates that minor merg-
ers move the S0 bulges along the observed PHP of S0s.
5.1.3. Photometric relations involving the bulge magnitude
Figure 3 shows the relation of the absolute bulge magnitude
(MK(bulge)) with the Sersic index of the bulge (n) and with the
total magnitude of the galaxy (MK(total)) in all the remnants,
compared with observational data from L10. The intermediate
and minor mergers explored so far are able to increase the bulge
magnitude by up to ∼1 mag in most cases (assuming the scal-
ings presented in Sect. 4, see also Table 2). As stated in EM06
and EM11, this is due not only to the aggregation of material
from the satellite to the central parts of the remnant, but also to
the effect of the inward motion of disk material (see Sect. 6). The
Fig. 2. Growth vectors in the photometric plane of the bulges (which
relates the three bulge parameters: n, μeff , and reff) driven by our merger
experiments, compared to the observational distributions of S0s and spi-
rals by L10. The dashed and dotted-dashed arrows indicate the trends
observed by L10 for bright (MK(bulge) < −22.7 mag) and faint bulges
(MK(bulge) > −22.7 mag) of the S0s in the NIRS0S survey. The solid
arrow marks the trend found in our models. Consult the legend for the
observational data in the figure. The legend for the models is the same
as in Fig. 1.
increase in n is also general in all cases. The amount of change
depends on the orbital parameters and, less evidently, on the ini-
tial density contrast (see Paper I for details).
We can express the bulge total luminosity in terms of the
Sersic parameters as L = kLIeffr2eff , with Ieff the flux at reff , and
kL a function of the Sersic index n. Thus a correlation between
the Sersic index n and MK(bulge) should be expected. Although
a number of authors do find such correlation for disk galaxies
(see, e.g., Graham 2001a), L10 claim that no such correlation
is found for S0s. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows our results in
the n-MK(bulge) plane over-imposed on the observational data
presented by L10. Our minor mergers are effective at increasing
the value of n but less so at changing the K-band bulge absolute
magnitude. This moves the remnants towards higher n values
and (slightly) higher bulge magnitudes, which increases the dis-
persion of the remnants in the plane.
In other words, according to this mechanism, if we start from
a well-correlated set of progenitors, we may end with a less
correlated distribution of remnants in the plane, accumulated
at the region where most S0s reside in the diagram. Therefore,
our experiments indicate that dry intermediate and minor merg-
ers agree with the observational fact that S0s do not present a
clear n-MK(bulge) correlation and also with their observational
distribution.
The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the MK(bulge) vs. MK(total)
relation for our merger simulations after scaling compared to ob-
servational data. In all cases, we see that both the total and bulge
K-band absolute magnitudes increase after the merger event, re-
flecting the fact that the total mass and the bulge mass of the sys-
tem have increased. The brightening is higher in the bulge mag-
nitude than in the total magnitude, indicating that the relative
mass increase is not the same in the two components. Indeed,
mergers tend to increase the bulge mass, but slightly decrease the
disk mass (see Sect. 5.3 and Fig. 7). This means that the minor
mergers increase the final B/T ratio, as already noted in Paper I.
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Fig. 3. Growth vectors in the n-MK (bulge) (left) and MK(bulge)-MK(total) (right) planes driven by our minor merger experiments, compared to
observational data. The dashed lines denote B/T = 0.01, 0.1, and 1.0 from L10. The blue shaded region in the right panel indicates the locations
in the plane that are covered by our models simply by using a different mass scaling. Consult the legend for the observational data in the figure.
The legend for the models is the same as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4. Evolution in the reff-MK(bulge) (left) and μeff-MK(bulge) (right) planes driven by our minor merger experiments, compared to real data. The
dashed line in the left panel marks the location of Coma cluster ellipticals by Graham & Worley (2008). Consult the legend for the observational
data in the figure. Growth vectors have been plotted for the models, but the evolution induced by the mergers in these planes is negligible. The
legend for the models is the same as in Fig. 1.
S0s show a well-defined relation in the MK(bulge)-MK(total)
plane that disperses and even vanishes when other later Hubble
types are considered (compare the data symbols in the right
panel of Fig. 3). L10 found that the bulges of bright spirals tend
to behave similarly to those of S0s. In this sense, it is interesting
to note that dry intermediate and minor mergers would give rise
to brighter bulges and contribute to accumulating the remnants
in the region populated by S0s in the diagram and building up
this relation, in agreement with observations.
Figure 4 shows the other two correlations that might be ex-
pected from the Sersic fitting of the bulge parameters: reff vs.
MK(bulge) and μeff vs. MK(bulge). While minor mergers tend to
brighten the K-band absolute magnitude of the bulge, it is not
so clear that this increment is translated into an expansion of
the effective radius (see the left panel of the figure). The change
induced in the bulge effective radius by these mergers is negli-
gible. Therefore, the final bulge is more luminous than the pro-
genitor bulge in all cases but has a similar scale-length, which
agrees with the observed accumulation of S0s on a strip at the
right side of this diagram. As a secondary effect, the remnants
tend to have brighter effective surface brightness values than the
progenitors, and thus a sequence of these minor mergers would
move the bulges towards the top right corner of the right panel of
Fig. 4, where S0s accumulate as well. Therefore, the evolution
induced by these mergers is completely compatible with the ob-
served distribution of S0s in these photometric planes. Assuming
a different scaling for our initial S0 models, the final remnants
can reproduce the region populated by S0s in the reff-MK(bulge)
diagram (left panel of the figure), but they could hardly promote
a galaxy initially at the S0s region to the location of the Coma
cluster ellipticals in this photometric plane.
The change in reff and μeff induced by the merger differs de-
pending on the pericentre distance:
1. Mergers with short-pericentre orbits tend to decrease reff ,
brightening μeff (i.e., they tend to compress the bulges).
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Fig. 5. Growth vectors in the hD-MK(disk) (left) and μ0,D-hD (right) planes driven by our minor merger experiments, compared to real data. The
straight lines represent the best fits for S0s (solid lines), S0/a+Sa (dotted-dashed lines), and Sab-Sbc galaxies (dashed lines) obtained by L10,
which all have statistically significant rank correlation coefficients. The arrow in the right panel indicates the slope of the trend drawn by the
merger models in the plane. Consult the legend for the observational data in the figure. The legend for the models is the same as in Fig. 1.
2. Mergers with long-pericentre orbits do the opposite: they rise
reff and dim μeff (i.e., expand the bulges).
Therefore, long-pericentre orbits tend to give rise to more ex-
panded bulges than initially, whereas short-pericentre orbits tend
to concentrate them. We will show that analogue, but opposite,
trends with the pericentre distance are found for the disk param-
eters hD and μ0,D (see Sect. 5.2).
In general, we do not find clear trends in the photometric
scaling relations involving bulge parameters with the mass ratio
of the encounter, the central satellite density, or the spin-orbit
coupling (see Figs. 1−4). In the experiments with an original
primary S0b galaxy, the encounters with long-pericentre orbits
induce weaker changes to the bulge photometric parameters than
those with short pericentres. Additionally, the evolution trig-
gered in the models with a primary S0c galaxy is more notice-
able than in those with an S0b for the same initial conditions, as
already noted in Paper I.
Summarising, the bulges of our remnants are more similar to
the bulges of spirals than to ellipticals regarding the MK(bulge)-
reff relation, the photometric plane, and the Kormendy relation,
in agreement with the results reported by L10 for real S0s. We
can therefore conclude from this section that dry intermediate
and minor mergers onto S0s make these galaxies evolve along
the photometric scaling relations of S0 bulges.
5.2. Photometric relations of the disk parameters
Laurikainen et al. (2010) confirmed the strong correlations be-
tween the disk scale-length (hD) and other disk parameters pre-
viously reported by other authors for S0s (Méndez-Abreu et al.
2008a,b). We represent the evolution driven by our merger ex-
periments in these two photometric planes in Fig. 5 and compare
them to the trends observed by L10. Although the evolution in-
duced by the mergers agrees completely with the observational
distribution of S0s in the two diagrams, the trends induced by
mergers differ.
Observationally, hD increases as MK(disk) brightens in S0s
(see the left panel of Fig. 5). The figure shows that the evolution
induced by the mergers is coherent with this trend, not because
mergers move galaxies to build up this trend, but because they
only trigger a negligible change in both hD and MK(disk). If the
hD-MK(disk) relation were established in galaxies at early times,
dry intermediate and minor mergers would preserve it and would
merely cause a slight dispersion. The available data support this
scenario, because the relation between the disk magnitude and its
scale-length is similar in all galaxy types from Sc to S0. Indeed,
the distributions of the different types overlap in the diagram.
In contrast, the evolution induced by the mergers in the
μ0,D-hD plane agrees with the observational distribution of S0s
not because they affect negligibly to these parameters, but be-
cause they evolve galaxies to build up the observed trend (see
the right panel of Fig. 5). Observationally, μ0,D is observed to
decrease with rising hD in all types (and in particular, in S0s).
Our models consistently reproduce the observed trend. Although
all observed morphological types follow a well-defined trend
and overlap in this plane (similarly to the one shown in the left
panel), the mergers now drive a well-defined evolutionary trend
in the μ0,D-hD plane, instead of just introducing a slight disper-
sion (as happens in the hD-MK(disk) relation, left panel of the
figure).
In Fig. 6, we represent the growth vectors induced by our
merger models in the μ0,D-MK(disk) plane. The mergers can
modify the disk central surface brightness by up to ∼1 mag,
which induces a negligible change in the disk magnitude. This
contributes to disperse the remnants in the plane, showing a wide
range of μ0,D values for a given value of the disk magnitude, in
agreement with S0 data. This explains why the disks of S0s do
not follow the Freeman law (Freeman 1970), as reported by L10
and references therein.
We do not find clear trends with the mass ratio of the en-
counter, the central satellite density, or the spin-orbit coupling
in the photometric relations between the disk parameters shown
in Figs. 5 and 6, which also occurred in the trends relating
bulge parameters (see Sect. 5.1). However, the changes induced
by the mergers in these photometric planes exhibit clear trends
depending on the orbital pericentre distance. Long-pericentre
orbits tend to generate more concentrated disks than initially,
whereas short-pericentre orbits tend to expand them. This is be-
cause the models with long pericentres decrease hD and brighten
μ0,D, whereas the experiments with short-pericentre orbits do
the opposite in general: they increase hD and dim μ0,D. This
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Fig. 6. Evolution in the μ0,D-MK (disk) plane driven by our minor merger
experiments, compared to the observational distributions of S0s and spi-
rals by L10. Consult the legend for the observational data in the figure.
The legend for the models is the same as in Fig. 1.
trend is exactly the opposite to the one found for the bulges
(see Sect. 5.1.3). Also in contrast to the trends involving bulge
parameters, the changes in the disk parameters induced by merg-
ers with short-pericentre orbits are not necessarily more notice-
able than changes in long-pericenter orbits.
We find that the relations of the disk parameters in our rem-
nants are similar to those of spirals, in agreement with S0 data
(L10). We can therefore conclude that dry intermediate and mi-
nor mergers also agree with the photometric relations of disk
parameters in S0s.
5.3. Photometric relations of bulge and disk parameters
Figure 7 shows the evolution induced by our merger models in
the planes relating the disk magnitude with other bulge parame-
ters (in particular, with reff and its magnitude). L10 reported no-
ticeable correlations in these photometric planes, similar again
for all morphological types (except that the slope is slightly
steeper for the S0s in the MK(disk)-MK(bulge) relation).
Our merger models induce negligible changes in both the
disk magnitude and the bulge effective radius, which contributes
to preserve any relation between these parameters that could ex-
ist prior to the merger (see the left panel of the figure). Therefore,
as occurred in the hD-MK(disk) relation (see Fig. 5), dry interme-
diate and minor mergers are compatible with the observational
fact that the reff-MK(disk) correlation is common to all morpho-
logical types, because they just introduce a slight dispersion in it.
The mergers also tend to slightly brighten the bulges, mov-
ing the remnants towards the right in the MK(disk)-MK(bulge)
plane, where S0s accumulate (see the right panel of Fig. 7).
Considering a different mass scaling for our models, we can ba-
sically reproduce the location of S0s at the right of this plane
(see the dashed blue area marked in the diagram).
Again, we do not find clear trends with the mass ratio of
the encounter in the photometric relations shown in Fig. 7, i.e.,
the changes in the photometric parameters are not necessarily
more pronounced in the encounters with mass ratios 6:1 than
in those with 18:1. This lack of dependence on the mass ratio
seems to contradict previous findings (Naab & Burkert 2003;
Bournaud et al. 2005). But the initial conditions in these studies
and ours are different because these authors started with spi-
rals and not with S0s. Moreover, the mass dependence could be
present if lower mass ratios are considered, as occurs in Fig. 10
in Bournaud et al. (2005). We find no dependency on the spin-
orbit coupling and the central satellite density, nor clear trends
with the orbital pericentre distance (in contrast to the photomet-
ric scaling relations involving only bulge or disk parameters).
Summarising, dry intermediate and minor mergers onto S0s
would preserve the bulge-disk coupling that could exist prior to
the merger in the original galaxy regarding the MK(disk)-reff
and MK(disk)-MK(bulge) relations, naturally contributing to
the offset of S0s in this last relation, which agrees well with
observations (L10).
6. Discussion
In this study and in Paper I, we have shown that dry intermedi-
ate and minor mergers onto S0s induce evolution within the se-
quence of S0 Hubble types, generating S0 remnants with struc-
tural and photometric properties that agree with observations. It
is remarkable that, in particular, this is also true in the photomet-
ric scaling relations which point to a strong bulge-disk coupling.
Therefore, the present models disprove the popular view that
mergers unavoidably decouple the structure of these two com-
ponents in galaxies.
We find that our simulated mergers induce evolution in the
photometric planes in two ways. In some of the photometric re-
lations, the encounters induce a negligible evolution with respect
to the original location of the galaxy in it; they merely cause a
slight dispersion compatible with observations. Therefore, if the
original galaxies fulfill these relations prior to a merger, their
remnants will obey them too, as occurs in the MK(disk)-reff and
hD-reff relations (see Fig. 7 here and Fig. 3 in Paper I). This
means that, although these mergers do not build up these pho-
tometric relations, neither do they destroy them. In other cases,
the mergers drive the remnants to build up the observed trend, as
occurs in the MK(disk)-MK(bulge) and hD-n planes (see Fig. 7
here and Fig. 4 in Paper I). Independently of the case, the sim-
ulations show that mergers can preserve or even reinforce the
tight structural binding between the bulge and disk components
observed in S0s.
There are two physical processes in these simulations re-
sponsible of the preservation of the bulge-disk coupling. The
first mechanism is that the merger triggers an inward transport
of primary disk material through disk instabilities, which con-
tributes more to the growth of the bulge than the deposition of
disrupted satellite material itself (EM06). In Fig. 8, we show the
time evolution of the spiral patterns and oval distortions induced
by the mergers for two models. The inflows of disk material to-
wards the galaxy centre through these transient spirals and ovals
(a type of evolution normally ascribed to pure internal secular
evolution) contribute to link the bulge to its host disk both struc-
turally and dynamically, even though the process has been trig-
gered outside the galaxy. In this sense, minor and intermediate-
mass mergers induce internal secular evolution.
The second mechanism is twofold. On one side, the density
profile of the original disk partially survives the merger, curving
up inwards and expanding outwards after the merger (EM06, see
also Bournaud et al. 2004; Younger et al. 2007). On the other
side, the satellite stars are located across a wide radial range in
the remnants, rebuilding the exponential profile of the disk at in-
termediate radii (EM06, but see also Bournaud et al. 2004). The
accreted satellite stars end in fast-rotating orbits, building up thin
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Fig. 7. Evolution in the MK(disk)-reff (left) and MK(disk)-MK(bulge) (right) planes driven by our minor merger experiments, compared to the
observational distributions of S0s and spirals by L10. The straight lines represent the best fits for S0s (solid lines), S0/a+Sa (dotted-dashed lines),
and Sab-Sbc galaxies (dashed lines) obtained by L10 in each diagram, all with statistically significant rank correlation coefficients. The blue shaded
region in the right panel indicates the locations in the plane that are covered by our models with a different mass scaling for each location. Consult
the legend for the observational data in the figure. Growth vectors have been plotted for the models, but the evolution induced by the mergers in
the planes is negligible. The legend for the models is the same as in Fig. 1.
rotationally supported inner components out of disrupted satel-
lite material (EM11). This enhances the structural and dynamical
coupling between bulge and disk in the remnant S0.
In all models with original S0b galaxies, the merger-induced
spirals and distortions are efficiently diluted in a time period
∼0.5−1 Gyr after the full merger (see Fig. 8). This quick sta-
bilization of the disk is caused by a central massive compo-
nent in the original galaxy (as noted previously by many au-
thors, see Pfenniger & Norman 1990; Sellwood & Moore 1999;
Bournaud & Combes 2002; Athanassoula et al. 2005; Debattista
et al. 2005; González-García & Balcells 2005; Cox et al. 2008).
The remnants of galaxies with initial small bulges (S0c) still ex-
hibit significant spiral patterns and central oval distortions at the
end of the simulation because they do not inhibit them as effi-
ciently after the full merger (see Fig. 1 in Paper I).
Figure 8 also shows that mergers with short-pericentre or-
bits and high satellite masses generate more noticeable struc-
tural distortions in the primary disk than long-pericentre orbits
or low-mass accretions (compare the two models shown in the
figure). We have seen in this study that encounters with mass ra-
tios 6:1 do not necessarily entail more noticeable changes in the
photometric parameters than those with less massive satellites.
In fact, we have not found any trends in the photometric rela-
tions as a function of the mass ratio, the spin-orbit coupling, or
the satellite central density for the range of values studied here
(but see Sect. 5.3). The orbital pericentre distance seems to seg-
regate the remnants in the photometric planes more clearly (see
Fig. 3), sometimes even inducing opposite changes in the pho-
tometric parameters depending on it (as occurs in μ0,D, hD, μeff ,
and reff , see Table 2).
As commented above, most remnants harbour small ovals
and dynamically cold flat inner components consisting of dis-
rupted satellite material (such as inner disks, inner rings, pseudo-
rings, nested inner disks, and central spiral patterns), all phenom-
ena frequently found in real S0s (Laurikainen et al. 2005, 2006,
2009, 2011). These components naturally establish a structural
link between the bulge and the disk in the galaxy as well.
Accordingly, their existence in S0s, usually ascribed to pure
internal secular processes in galaxies, may ultimately be related
to minor mergers.
It is remarkable that the mergers preserve or even reinforce
the bulge-disk coupling in the resulting galaxies, even though
no remnant develops a bar. As commented above, our primary
disks are resistant to instabilities (and in particular, to bars) be-
cause of large mass concentrations in the original galaxies: the
initial S0b’s have a prominent bulge (B/D = 0.5), while the orig-
inal S0c’s require concentrated dark matter haloes to have sta-
ble disks. This fact, instead of being a limitation of the models,
should be considered as a strong support to the idea that most mi-
nor mergers induce significant internal secular evolution, even in
the absence of bars. Indeed, our bulges increase their masses by
∼20−50% of their original masses, according to the photometric
decompositions (see Table 2).
Nevertheless, we must note that we used gas-free simula-
tions. S0s do contain less gas than spirals, but they still contain
some cold (HI and/or H2) gas (Crocker et al. 2011; Saintonge
et al. 2011). This small gas amount could affect the outcome of
the minor mergers simulated in this paper to some degree. If the
effects of dissipation and star formation are taken into account,
the central parts of the remnants should probably become bluer
and denser, with the bulges growing even larger. In any case,
the small amount of gas in S0s probably prevents these effects
from becoming larger than the bulge mass growth induced by
the merger itself, which can be as high as ∼50% of its origi-
nal mass, as noted above. We would require gas amounts too
high for the mass ratios studied here to induce star formation
rates capable of increasing the bulge mass by a similar fraction
(Cox et al. 2008; Tutukov et al. 2011). Moreover, the evolu-
tion simulated here must become relevant in groups, as noted
in Sect. 1, and many groups are located in dense environments
(clusters), where gas is stripped (Quilis et al. 2000). In partic-
ular, the NIRS0S sample we used as a comparison throughout
the paper is magnitude-limited (Laurikainen et al. 2011) and
includes galaxies in all kinds of environments. However, be-
cause the galaxies are nearby systems, the only cluster in the
sample is Virgo, to which 28 galaxies of the sample belong
(Laurikainen, priv. comm.). Accounting for the fact that ∼60%
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of S0s reside in groups (see references in Sect. 1), the average
galaxies of the comparison sample might basically belong to
groups, an environment where mergers can be significant evo-
lutionary mechanisms.
All these arguments indicate that internal and external sec-
ular evolutionary processes may be strongly related, in the
sense that the latter usually trigger the former ones. Our mod-
els show that minor mergers can induce significant internal sec-
ular evolution even without bars and dissipational effects (see
also Scannapieco & Tissera 2003). Therefore, it must be diffi-
cult to isolate the contribution to the bulge growth of pure in-
ternal secular evolution from the contribution of merger-driven
internal secular processes in present-day galaxies. Recent obser-
vations and simulations seem to confirm this (Peirani et al. 2009;
Zavala et al. 2012; Casteels et al. 2013). Moreover, our models
also refute the popular view that mergers cannot conserve the
bulge-disk coupling observed in the photometric scaling rela-
tions of S0s. In fact, they prove the capability of these evolution-
ary mechanisms to preserve (and even strengthen) the structural
bulge-disk coupling in the galaxies that undergo them.
Our results show that intermediate and minor mergers induce
a smooth evolution in the original S0 galaxy, at least regarding
their photometric scaling relations. Considering the huge rel-
evance of mergers and tidal interactions for galaxy evolution
in some environments (as galaxy groups and even clusters, see
Tutukov et al. 2007; De Lucia et al. 2012), these processes must
have contributed noticeably to the properties of present-day S0s.
7. Conclusions
Using N-body simulations, we have studied whether the evolu-
tion induced in S0s by dry intermediate and minor mergers can
reproduce the photometric scaling relations of these galaxies or
not, particularly those pointing to a strong bulge-disk coupling.
Our models show that these mergers can induce internal secular
evolution that generates S0 remnants that fulfill the photomet-
ric scaling relations observed for these galaxies. It is remark-
able that this is also true for the scaling relations pointing to a
strong bulge-disk coupling in S0s, which disproves the common
view that mergers unavoidably decouple the structure of these
two galactic components.
Mergers affect the photometric relations in two ways. They
move the remnants along the observed photometric relation in
some cases (e.g., the photometric plane of the bulges or the
μ0,D-hD relation), while they just induce a slight dispersion com-
patible with data in others (e.g., the relations involving the disk
magnitude). In the photometric planes where the morphological
types tend to segregate (as occurs in most relations involving the
parameters of the bulge), the mergers always induce evolution
towards the region populated by S0s in a way compatible with
observations.
We find no clear trends with the mass ratio, the satellite cen-
tral density, and the spin-orbit coupling of the encounter for the
range of values studied here. However, we report clear trends
with the orbital pericentre orbit: long-pericentre orbits gener-
ate more concentrated disks and more expanded bulges than ini-
tially, whereas orbits with short pericentre distances tend to ex-
pand disks and compress bulges. We confirm that the evolution
triggered in the models with a primary S0c galaxy is more no-
ticeable than in those with an S0b, as already noted in Paper I.
The structural bulge-disk coupling is preserved or reinforced
in these models by two facts: first, because the merger does not
completely destroy the original galaxy structure, and secondly,
because the interaction triggers some internal secular processes
in the primary disk that entail bulge growth (transient ovals and
spirals). It is remarkable that no significant bar is formed in any
experiments.
Therefore, gas-poor mergers of low-mass ratios can be con-
sidered as plausible mechanisms for the evolution of S0s consid-
ering their photometric scaling relations because these models
show that they tend to conserve (and even give rise to) these re-
lations. The mergers can induce significant internal secular evo-
lution that contributes to preserve or even reinforce the bulge-
disk coupling in the remnant, even without bars or dissipational
effects. Satellite accretions thus seem to unavoidably entail in-
ternal secular evolution, meaning that it may be quite complex
to isolate the effects of the internal secular evolution driven by
mergers from the one due to purely intrinsic disk instabilities in
individual early-type disks at the present.
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